What’s New in World of Airplanes and Air Transportation

Lockheed 12
Air Bureau
Choice

By WAYNE THOMAS

The Lockheed 12, a smaller version of the Lockheed Electra, Bennett Griffs, the air traffic controller’s pilot, is showing the ship to Supreme Judge, defendant of the law.

The sound argument. A girl who means to have her own way can usually win out by listening to her husband’s reasoning where she is right. Then, when he is all talked out, she could come out with some irrelevant statement showing that she hasn’t got the point at all. He will murmur, “Oh, what’s the use?” and let her alone, nine times out of ten.

Physical violence. This girl has a temper. Do her justice; it never comes to light as long as she has her own way. When cried, she knows nothing of hurling a lamp or a bit of choice clayware at the crones. Therefore people let her have her way.

The sick headache. Very effective for making a rambunctious youth toe the mark. “Look here, son,” dad will say, “your mother’s worried sick over your going out this evening. Better phone and say you can’t make it.” Which son does, and then the sick headache will vanish.

The pathetic stuff. Elderly ladies who find they are not doing their desired ends resort to this method. “Nobody cares what happens to a poor old lady. Nobody cares whether she ever gets taken to the movies or not!”

The cheerful surrender. Accompanied by a sad little smile, this goes big with a male monarch. Makes him feel a big, bulking brute and he lets her have her own way eventually.

This is the loop of the radio beating out. It is inaudible and is under the floor of the pilot’s cabin. Griffs, left, Vida at right.

Leading off the temptation band to the pilot’s cabin. The give pilot, the throttle, mixture control, and a few other instruments show in the picture.

They Get What They Want

By W. E. HILL

The picture shows two of the many happy faces among the employees of the world-famous aircraft company. These men and women are responsible for the success of the company. Their contributions have been recognized by a high salary and a comfortable living. They are proud to work for the company that has given them so much. The company is growing, and there is no limit to what it can accomplish. With the help of dedicated employees, the company will continue to thrive and prosper.

Life seems a lot brighter when you wake up singing.

When you are feeling down, remember that life can be beautiful. Think positively and focus on the good things in life. Surround yourself with positive people who uplift and inspire you. Practice gratitude and be thankful for the blessings you have. Find joy in the simple things and let happiness be your guide.

FEEN-A-MINT

The chewing of the gum is a unique experience. It provides a refreshing taste and a burst of energy. The gum has a distinctive flavor that sets it apart from other products on the market. The packaging is colorful and eye-catching, making it easy to find and purchase. Try Feen-a-Mint today and experience the difference for yourself!